EXCAVATIONS AND RESTORATION OF THE COMPLEX OF KHOR RORI
INTERIM REPORT (OCTOBER 2000-APRIL 2001)

Introduction

The Italian Expedition in Dhofar (MID – Missione Italiana in Dhofar) has continued its research in the Khor Rori area during two new archaeological expeditions: the first in October-November 2000 (SUM00B) and the second in February-April 2001 (SUM01A).

MID’s project is carried out thanks to the continuous support of the Ministry of Information and the National Committee for the Supervision of Archaeological Survey in the Sultanate of Oman.

In the course of the two expeditions archaeological research was carried out in three different areas of the monumental complex of Khor Rori, the fortified town called Sumhuram (Fig. 1).

1. the city gate,
2. the area eastern of the palace-temple and south of the city gate,
3. the area situated in the north-western corner of the city, near the area where the AFSM performed some excavation works.

In order to protect not only the monumental complex of Khor Rori, but also its territory, which is rich in historical objects and natural beauty, MID some time ago proposed the realisation of an Archaeological-Naturalistic Park. During this period studies have been carried out in these sites as well as in the proposed park area. A geometric relief of the settlement on the promontory to the north-east of Khor Rori has been done, with its relative test excavations, as well as a geometric relief of part of the necropolis that lies to the north-west of Khor Rori.

1 A. Avanzini et al., 1999-2000, 189-228.
2 During the 2000 expedition our working team was made up of the following members:

   Prof. Alessandra Avanzini (director), Chiara Benvenuti (senior student) Arch. Vincenzo Labianca (surveyor architect), Dr. Alessandra Lombardi (archaeologist), Dr. Mario Mascellani (land surveyor), Arch. Roberto Orazi (field director), Prof. Alexander V. Sedov (chief-archaeologist), Dr. Barbara Wilkens (archaeo-zoologist). We must also mention the always important presence of Prof. Paolo Costa (archaeologist).

   The 2001 expedition saw the presence of the following members:

   Prof. Alessandra Avanzini, Arch. Cinzia Bacigalupo (photogrammetry surveyor), Dr. Vittoria Buffa (archaeologist), Arch. Vincenzo Labianca, Dr. Mario Mascellani, Dr. Marta Mariotti (palinologist), Arch. Roberto Orazi, Daniele Ricci (senior student), Prof. Alexander V. Sedov, Gianna Testardi (senior student).

Fig. 1 - Plan of the town and reference grid.
In this period a number of related activities were carried on by the MID:

1. The program for the exhibition “The frankincense route, Khor Rori – Oman – between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean” was defined. This exhibition will be articulated in 4 sections: 1. Frankincense (naturalistic aspects, relative to the incense tree and its habitat, its importance to the western imagination). 2. The city of Khor Rori and its territory. 3. Navigation and trade between Rome, the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean. 4. Natural environment and modernity in Dhofar.

2. While we are working on the project for the Archaeological Park, we will also create an information system that will serve to store and handle the informations gathered during the works. The structure of the records to catalogue the material has been established as well as the logical model that will be the starting point for the creation of the data base. We have also created the lexicon necessary to control the insertion of the data in the archive (for ex.: a lexicon for the ceramic shapes, one for the different types of material, etc.).

Once the project of the data base have been brought to completion, we can work on the applications connected to it. The most appropriate information technology tool for the handling of a large naturalistically, environmentally and archaeologically protected area is without doubt G.I.S. technology (Geographic Information System).

3. The final report of MID’s campaigns between 1996 and 2000 is in press.

1. The city gate

The area of the monumental complex of the city gate (Fgs. 2, 3) which juts northward from the walls of Sumhuram was mostly examined in the former MID campaigns (SUM99 and SUM00A) during which time the internal bayonet path of areas A1, A2, A3 and A4 was completely opened and freed of fallen materials. In the earlier campaigns the vast outer easterly area (A7) in which opens small secondary access to the city (the so-called postern’s exit) was also examined.

In order to complete the investigation of the complex and bring the architectonic structures completely to light, especially in view of beginning conservation and restoration procedures, the outer western area (A13), between the piece of city wall M15 and the sequence of thick walls M8 and M9, which close the complex itself on the west remained to be examined. Thus in the course of our latest two campaigns in Khor Rori, we focussed our research entirely on the external western area A13, which had an enormous accumulation of detritus and fallen stones along the façades of walls M8, M9, and M15, rising sometimes to the height of the walls themselves.

1.1. *The city wall and the ancient restoration work*

Archaeological research was first focused on the northern side of the city wall (M15) in the tract, about 7 m long, between the western wall of the gate complex (M8) and the large gap in the very same wall M15, by the north-eastern corner of the palace-temple.

---

4 To study this specific aspect in the SUM01A campaign, some naturalist colleagues from the University of Pisa (prof. Franco Strumia) and from the University of Firenze (prof. Mauro Raffaelli) participated.

Fig. 2 - Plan of working area: the city gate; the area A8; the palace-temple.
Fig. 3 - Detailed plan of working area: the city gate; the area A8; the palace-temple.
(Figs. 2, 3). After removing a huge stratum (US49) consisting of material fallen after the collapsing of the wall and a second filling (US51) partly mixed with the first one and made of richer earth (we also found traces of food, namely animal bones and shells as well as charcoals, ceramic and stone fragments) we unearthed the above mentioned side of the wall. Wall M15, almost in correspondence with the point where it joins the gate wall M8, forms an offset 1,60 m deep6 and, in this point, seems to be fairly well preserved: fragments of whitish plaster are still attached to it (Fig. 4).

Moving in a western direction, with respect to the above mentioned offset, the city wall’s side seems to be made of two overlapping structures: the top part, which recedes about 30 or 40 cm from the border of the lower one, seems to be vertical enough, whereas the lower one appears to be inclined forward. At the base of these two overlapping structures we found another wall structure consisting of two rows of roughly worked stones interspersed with a filling made of smaller stones (Fig. 5).

After an accurate analysis of the strange structure we came to the conclusion that the inclined part was once the original city wall. At some point in its history, it subsided and as a consequence it assumed such an inclined position with respect to the external side of the city. The top part collapsed leaving the lower part in such a dangerously inclined position (in the position in which it still appears today). When this happened the inhabitants of Sumhuram deemed it necessary to build a buttress (the wall structure consisting of two rows of stones with the filling) at the foot of the remaining part of the wall and reconstruct the missing section (the top part of the two overlapping structures).

In this case we can talk about ‘ancient’ restoration works the results of which, the construction of part of a wall, must be preserved since they are part of the history of the city. These works of restoration probably were carried out in a not very late phase of the city, corresponding to the 3rd phase of area A8 (see below), as a charcoal sample shows drawn from the filling (US57), leaning against the wall that supports M15. The analysis 14C of the above-mentioned sample (GX-27585) has given the date 1790±50 BP, that is in absolute terms 160±50 AD.

The collapsing of the above mentioned wall must have been due to the subsiding of a certain number of walls that involved a much larger area and the traces of which can be found in the large gap present in the city wall near the north-eastern corner of the palace-temple.

1.2. The western wall (M8), the external turret (M2+M9) and the stone platform

We continued our work on the western side of the thick wall that separates the city gate on that side (M8, M2 and M9) (Figs. 2, 3). It was necessary to verify the hypothesis advanced in the course of preceding archaeological expeditions and that were all almost completely confirmed7.

---

6 See the current plan (Fig. 2), which is different in this point from the one published in the former report (p. 192, fig. 3).

7 Already in the course of the earlier campaigns (see the theoretical reconstruction of the sequence of the three walls, M8, M2, M9 in Avanzini et al., 1999-2000, 192, fig. 3) we had hypothesized an architectural structure divided into three bodies. In particular it had been supposed that the north-west corner tower
For security reasons, given the instability of wall M8, the excavation along the western side outside the city gate were conducted beginning from the most northern corner, where we unearthed some kind of a corner turret (M9), about 3.20 m thick, that closes the city gate on the western side. The western façade of turret M9, which is well conserved, has been entirely recovered as far as the south corner. This turret is adjacent wall M2. The fact that they have the same length (m 6.40) proves that this wall nucleus was an addition made after the construction of the walls for the third gate (the most external one) even though, on the basis of what we know so far, we cannot define exactly the temporal distance that separates the dates of their construction.

We also unearthed a large platform perfectly in line with the northern corner of wall M9 and parallel to the western side of the same wall. It is made of a row of big calcareous stones connected to M9. The platform (US72) for an extension of about 2 m runs in a western direction and it seems that its surface was smoothed with mortar and paved with
packed earth (US59), compacted with pebbles and gravel; this paving has been only partly preserved (Fig. 6).

The platform and the paving that covered it, following the natural inclination of the ground, rises noticeably in a southern direction. The filling removed in this area (US58) contained traces of food, ashes, ceramic fragments and stone objects: the fragment of a grinding mill, a stone polisher and a whetstone.

The western elevation of the wall M8 was brought completely to light during the campaign SUM01A, in the course of which the demolition of the falling top of the wall allowed us to continue the excavation, taking up from where we had suspended during the earlier campaign, i.e. from the southeast corner, between M15 and M8.

The work continued in order to clean the whole wall (M8 and M9).

Starting with the southeast corner, between M8 and M15, a series of strata have been removed. They were separated by probable pavement levels and all characterized by human traces, with consistent traces of burning, food residue (bones and shells), abundant ceramic shards and stone and metal objects. Stratus US77 was removed and inside it a lot of findings were revealed such as animal bones, sea shells used as oil lamps (Fig. 7), whetstones, necklace pendants (stone and mother of pearl), bronze nail, glass rim, and quite a large quantity of pottery. In the south-eastern corner, between M8 and M15, traces of a fire were found.

The stratum US77 was resting on a compact and clayey layer of cultural deposits (US84), over 1 m in depth, containing several stones and, mainly on the northern part,
some bigger stones coming from the partially collapsed wall M9. In the southern part some pieces of a very thick plaster were revealed, three pieces of which were well finished and painted (no evidence was found whether they were came from M15). In US84 a great number of animal bones and several sea shells were found. Among these last, five *Chlamys Townsendi* used as oil lamps. In addition to this, five wethstones, several fragments of a chlorite vessel (one of which with two incised letters), two stamp holders (S200-S201), a rectangular section stone stick (S197), a mother of pearl pendent and quite an amount of pottery, the edge of an iron knife (MI13) (Fig. 8) and, on the northern part, nearby the wall M9, some pieces of a thick plaster were found. Two of these pieces contained a graffito design representing a warrior wearing a short skirt and a bow (Fig. 9). In the same layer some iron melting slag were revealed.

The new stratum of very hard and well packed clayey deposit US92, about 50 cm in depth, that contained traces of fire, had returned a lot of objects: a pendant of sea shell (Sh34), a stone percussion-pin (S246) and a vitrified internal part of a melting pot (G9), some iron melting slag, some bronze pieces, two iron nails (MI 14 and 15), two wethstones, two oil lamps made with sea shells and several fragments of pottery and stone vessels.

In US93, made of very hard packed earth, a few middle size stones and a few internal vitrified parts of a melting pot were found together with two small stone loom weights (S231 - S232) (Fig. 10), a very nice stone pendant (S258) (Fig. 11), a small bronze plaque and four bronze coins (Co85-94-95-96).
Fig. 7 - *Clamys townsendi* used as oil lamp.

Fig. 8 - Iron knife.

Fig. 9 - Plaster with warrior (h. 14 cm).
Stratus US93 covered a pavement (US94) of earth mixed with ashes and compacted stones. There were remains of plaster at the foot of walls M8 and M9, which ended at this level, with the classic overlap on the pavement. Resting on pavement US94, which is in all probability connected with the pavement the covered the platform at the northern corner of M9, were found diverse objects: a bone used as a knife (B9), some beads of a necklace, an oil lamp (sea shell), a very well preserved iron razor (MI20), some stone objects, a bronze coin (Co93) and several chlorite fragments.

In the southern part, just at the base of the offset between M8 and M15, a small opening was made, about 1 m in depth, to the underlying natural rock and this brought to light a stone buttress, clearly leaning on the outer wall M15 and for now to be found only in correspondence with the offset of this same M15 (Fig. 12).

The examination of this part of A13 has allowed us to uncover entirely the façades of walls M8 and M9. After a first example of ancient rebuilding of that part of the city wall included between the city gate and the palace-temple (Fig. 5), M8 has shown a second example of ancient collapse and reconstruction.

In this case only the northern and the lower parts of the original wall are still in situ\(^8\). These parts are made of quite regular and squared ashlars joined together by means of some hard mortar. At a certain time of its life the wall seems to have collapsed almost completely and have been rebuilt using much smaller and roughly squared ashlars (Fig. 13).

\(^8\) An analogous situation has been found on the western face of M8 (inside corridor A3), which seemed entirely collapsed into the center, having been conserved at the base in single row of stones. On this side of the wall, however, there are no traces of ancient restoration.
The examined area (between the notch formed by turret M9 and the offset between M15 and M8), because of the sequence of strata that are witness to frequent human presence, with an abundance and variety of objects and frequent traces of burning, seems to indicate a continued use (perhaps of artisan or commercial nature) over time. It is not to be excluded that just outside of or near to the principal entrance to the city, in a corner defined and protected by the high architectonic structures, and thus always shaded from the sun, there may have been various human activities – perhaps even artisan workshops.

1.3. Restoration work: methods of documentation

At this time almost the whole complex of the city gate has been brought to light (with the only exception of the south-eastern area), it is therefore possible to start the preparation of a building yard and the first restoration actions activity.
It seems important to underline that the cleaning of the walls often brings to light structures very near to collapse.

The creation of a team of skilled workers is therefore very urgent (probably to be selected from the building industry), as well as the preparation of an enclosure to stock materials and tools and the purchasing of the necessary building equipment together with applying pressure to bring electrical power as soon as possible.

In order to face this new and important phase of the work it seems useful to pay attention to the following matters. The largest walls of Khor Rori are built with two external stone faces and an internal filling made of small boulders and earth.

Due to the large amount of stone boulders it is not only expensive, but even difficult if not dangerous, to provide a consolidation of the internal filling by means of low pressure injections. The presence of earth will not assure the homogeneous distribution of the mortar and a sudden change of pressure could lead to a further collapse of the structures. Therefore the consolidation of these most important wall structures (city gate, city wall, palace-temple) shall have to be carried on, in most of the cases, by means of dismantling and rebuilding one of the two external stone faces.

This procedure implies the main problem to assure the most precise reconstruction of the dismantled walls. In this as in other cases, the recent great progress of Information Technology (IT) comes to our aid. Thanks to some programs of photo rectification available in these last years, it is possible to transform a normal picture into a geometric document to be printed in a specific scale or to be traced in order to produce a drawing.
In order to do so it is necessary to gather the space coordinates of few points visible in the picture, with the help of a total station. The result is a geometric elevation of the façade we want to represent containing the spatial position of each stone. We can than number all the stones of the wall and reproduce the same numbers on the different ash-lars with a removable paint in order to assure a precise reconstruction of the dismantled structure.

An example of this procedure has been used to represent a part of the city wall located between the city gate and the palace-temple (Fig 14) and to represent the first structures to be restored as the external wall and the western wall of the city gate (Fgs. 15-16).
Fig. 15 - City gate: elevation of the external wall (M1).
Fig. 16 - City gate: western elevation of the western wall (M9-M8); eastern elevation of the western wall (M8-M2).
2. Area connecting the gate complex and the palace-temple (Area A8)

This area is situated east of the palace-temple and is comprised between this building and the first entrance gate, the most internal one. The continuation of the works started during the preceding season (SUM00A)⁹ was aimed at analysing the area along the eastern wall of the palace-temple and in the area adjacent to it.

The excavations at Area A8 (Figs. 2, 3) have revealed various construction phases, with notable and recurrent structural changes: over time this urban zone has in fact seen a large square (which joined the first gate with the palace-temple), and then the construction, demolition and re-use of secondary buildings, and in the last phase the renewal of the first urban situation with its square. Archaeological examination during these last two campaigns has thus clarified an extremely complex stratigraphic situation which appeared in many respects obscure and indecipherable.

Five constructional phases corresponding, most probably, with five major periods of the city existence were revealed during the excavations (Figs. 17, 18, 19).

2.1. The 1ˢᵗ phase

The construction of the city-walls, the palace-temple and a huge square between the first city-gate and the palace-temple must be referred to this phase, which was, probably, the first period of existence of the fortified town called Sumhuram.

Square between the first gate and the palace-temple (Area A8). The earliest floors (US76 and US64) revealed during the excavations covered apparently the entire square between the first city-gate and the eastern wall of the palace-temple. The floor US76 was traced in the eastern part of the square. Unfortunately, its western part was heavily disturbed by the construction of the building BA1 (see below). Probably, at a certain point the floor US76 had a kind of step, and in the western part of the square it was continued as floor US64. At least both above-mentioned floors, US76 and US64, were made from packed earth and levelled the gravel filling above the bedrock. So far no constructions connected with these earliest floors were found at the area with two exceptions – a channel running SW-NE direction in the eastern part of the square, and two “wells” constructed in the gravel filling above the bedrock discovered in the western part of the square (they were found under the floor US64 in the rooms A14 and A19).

The channel (Fig. 20) was dug in the upper part of the gravel filling. Its walls and bottom were well trampled. Near the corner of the southern buttress of the first gate (M5) the channel made a bend and run apparently along the northern face of the wall M5 joining further down the channel discovered in the Area A4 (Fig. 17) along the wall M6 and the western buttress of the second gate (Fig. 21). The curve of the channel was made from stones: small flat stone blocks constituted its walls and bed, and even a kind of small sluice was constructed. At the corner of the southern buttress of the first gate (M5) flat stone blocks were mounted into the floor US76 carefully covering the channel (Fig. 22). Thus, inside the gates it was an underground channel, and in the square – an open one.

Fig. 17 - Area A8: detailed plan.
Fig. 18 - Stratigraphic section N-S of area A8.
Fig. 19 - Stratigraphic section E-W of area A8.
Fig. 20 - Area A8: channel in the square.

Fig. 21 - Channel in the corridor A4.
The “wells” discovered under the floors of the rooms A14 against wall M15 (Fig. 23) and A19 were 0.55x0.6 m and 0.45x0.5 m in size accordingly. The “well” in the room A14 was traced down to 1.6 m depth. The “well” in the room A19, with a visible depth of about 0.5 m, was covered with a triangular flat stone block. The purpose of construction of these “wells” remained unknown, but probably it was connected with the drainage or sewage systems of the ancient town.

City-wall (M15) and eastern wall (M16) of the palace-temple. At the end of the SUM00A campaign, a corner of what could be a passage or a niche was discovered in the eastern face of wall M16. It was located about 6 m from the junction of the eastern wall of the palace-temple and the city-wall (M15), exactly where the wall M16 was heavily damaged. The remains of such construction led us to advance the hypothesis about the second entrance to the internal court of the palace-temple, in addition to the one already known to us as the small zigzag passage. After removing the stones piled up at that spot,
Fig. 24 - Section of west side (M16) of the palace-temple.
it became clear that the corner was the northern face of the offset or niche about 1 m deep and more than 5 m wide (its southern part was destroyed completely). The offset is similar to the one located in the centre of the southern wall (M17) of the palace-temple, and the top part of which is clearly visible (Fig. 2).

Thus, we didn’t find any traces of the second entrance to the palace-temple in its eastern wall, although the presence of two monumental prismatic-shaped stone blocks, 1.3 and 1.2 m long, found in the collapsed central part of wall M16 (Fig. 24), may speak about its existence. Theoretically, both blocks could be used as architrave of a possible door in the northern part of the niche, but neither floor, nor sidewalls of this theoretical passage were found. We may assume that both pieces were used as simple stone blocks in the niche construction.

So far the only entrance to the inner courtyard of the palace-temple through the wall M16 was the small zigzag passage occupying the southern part of the uncovered niche. A large part of a stone paved path was unearthed in front of it (Fig. 25).

Both walls, the city-wall (M15) and the eastern wall (M16) of the palace-temple were erected above the bedrock, which had an inclination from east to west. In the soundings dug in the rooms A17 and A18, both belonging to the building BA1 (see below), the foundations of the walls M15 and M16 were reached at the points 34.32 and 33.40 accordingly. The space between the bedrock and the earliest floors US76 and US64 (see above) was filled up with gravel mixed with brown loam; no finds were recovered from these layers (US 87 and 88 in room A17, and US 89 in room A18) except for a few animal bones under

Fig. 25 - Stone paving at the small zigzag entrance to palace-temple.
floor US76. Layers of white gravel, apparently the remains of stone cutting, were traced in both soundings as well as layers of medium size stones mixed with reddish loam (in the lower part of the filling). The top of the filling along the wall M15, between walls M26 and M7, was made from several rows of mud-bricks placed horizontally. The width of this construction is 1.7 m (6-7 rows). We cannot exclude the possibility that these mud-bricks represented remains of a pre-existent structure on the site before the construction of the walls of the city (such a suggestion must be carefully checked in the future).

2.2. The 2nd phase

It seems that the second phase showed a kind of decline in the city occupation, which is reflected in the construction of the building in the corner formed by the city-wall (M15) and the eastern wall (M16) of the palace-temple. This construction closed the view and probably blocked direct access from the first gate to the palace-temple.

Square between the first gate and the palace-temple (Area A8). The corner formed by the city-wall (M15) and the eastern wall (M16) of the palace-temple was occupied by the building constructed, probably, after a rather short period of occupation of the square: its internal walls (M27, M28, M31, M32) were built above the filling (US64) accumulated during the period when the square was in use. Quite a number of characteristic finds (fragments of Dressel 2-4 amphorae, bronze coins classified as “early Hadrami imitations”) were revealed in the US64.

Five rooms formed the Building BA1: A14, A17, A18, A19 and A26 (Fig. 2). It seems that the external walls of the building (M26 and M33) were constructed in the foundation trench dug in the eastern part of the square following the offset in the wall M15 and the niche in the central part of the wall M16. The location of the entrance to the building is uncertain, but probably it was in its eastern wall (M26): a kind of doorstep and an internal step 0.8 m wide remained in the middle part of this wall.

The core of the building was a central corridor (room A18), 2.5x5.8 m in size, from which two entrances with stone doorsteps 0.3 m high led to the rooms A14 and A19 (Fig. 26). Small pillars, 0.4 m wide, constructed in the middle of the room against walls M28 and M31 divided the corridor into two parts. A narrow bench, 0.3 m wide, was built along the S-E part of the wall M31. The N-E corner of the corridor was occupied by a staircase, 0.8 m wide, which led to the roof of the building (the walls of the building were so poorly constructed that it’s hard to imagine the existence of the upper floor of the building). Two steps of the staircase remained in situ. A foundation of an oven made from plaster was discovered in the central part of the corridor. The foundation was about 0.6x0.8 m in size, and was strengthened with an external row of stones. The filling of the room was soft brown loam mixed with organic remains, small stones, fragments of animal bones, pottery and charcoal (US48). Several stone (S72, 124-126) and bronze (MB2) objects, a lamp (Sh6), made from seashell chlamys townsendi were found in the filling.

The N-W corner of the building was occupied by the room A14 (the so-called ‘subterranean kitchen’), already partly excavated during the SUM00A season. It is an almost square room, about 2.55x3.0 m in size, located in the corner formed by the walls M15 and M16. An amorphous narrow stone bench, about 0.6 m wide and 0.2-0.3 m high, was
carelessly built along the eastern wall (M27) of the room. Its N-E corner was occupied by a cubic-shaped construction, the outer surfaces of which were plastered. The vertebra of a whale and the low stone of a hand mill were mounted in the top rows of this construction (Fig. 27). A fireplace and part of the carefully plastered floor (US29B) were unearthed, during the 2000A expedition, in the centre of the room. A nicely paved oval pit, 0.55x0.6 m in size and 1.2 m deep, was found immediately next to the fire-place, against wall M15. It was filled with very soft brown loam containing a lot of organic remains and animal bones (US61). A cubic-shaped grinding stone (S17) was found in the filling of the pit. One of the entrances to the room, c. 1.0 m wide, was in its SW corner. It had a stone doorstep 0.3 m high.

Room A17, situated against the wall M15, is adjacent to the room A14. It is the square room, 2.4x2.6 m in size, and its floor (US50) is situated about 0.3 m deeper than the floor of the room A14 (Fig. 28). The position of the entrance to the room is unclear, but probably it was located in the S-E corner once connecting rooms A17 and A18. It was about 1.1 m wide, and, probably, had two low steps. It seems, when the room was abandoned, but during the existence of the building, the entrance was blocked with stones. Part of the floor US50 in the N-E corner of the room and adjacent part of the city-wall M15 were plastered.

Room A19, revealed to the south of the corridor A18, was constructed against the wall M16 (Fig. 29). It was adjacent to the corridor and was separated from it by a very badly preserved wall M31. Its Western wall was, probably, the wall of a collapsed niche, and
Fig. 27 - Cubic-shaped structure with the whale vertebra in A14.

Fig. 28 - The room A17

Fig. 29 - The room A19 with the lower part of a column.
the eastern (M32) and southern (M33; partly destroyed) walls were carelessly built from fieldstones. The room was rectangular in shape, and 2.4x2.8 m in size. There were two entrances: in the N-W corner, 0.8-0.9 m wide with a low stone doorstep, connecting the room and the corridor A18, and in the N-E corner, c. 0.6 m wide, connecting it with the room A26. The broken lower part of a column mounted into the bedrock was found in the centre of the room. Probably, it once supported the roof of the structure. The floor of the room (US48) was reinforced by a thin stone wall, whose blocks covered the “well” unearthed under the floor (see above). Two bronze “early Hadramawt imitations” (Co53 and Co54) were found under the floor US48 near the broken column in the stratum US64 accumulated above the bedrock.

The S-E corner of the building was occupied with almost square room A26, 2.5x2.6 m in size. Here US90 marked the period of occupation of the room; it consisted of light brown loam containing charcoal, animal bones, shells and pottery fragments. Two coins were found in US90 (Co80, Co81). The floor US90 was lower than the floors of adjacent rooms A19 and A18. A stone bench was constructed along three walls (M33, M32 and M31) of the room (part of the bench constructed along the wall M31 was narrower than the other parts). The floor and at least the lower part of the benches were plastered with mortar. A stone block, apparently the base for pillar to support the ceiling, was discovered in the centre of the room (cf. the pillar in the centre of adjacent room A19). The entrance to the room A26 was located, most probably, in its N-W corner, where a three-step staircase remained in situ.

Cultural deposits represented by US29bis (room A14), US48 (rooms A18 and A19), US48 and US90 (room A26) were accumulated, most probably, during the life of the building BA1. In US48 five coins were found (Co79, Co78, Co77, Co76, Co75).

Building BA2. Remains of what might be ruins of another building contemporary to the building BA1 were discovered under the foundation of the room A28 of the building BA3 (see below). So far remains of a stone wall (M56) and a step down to the floor of a room (?) were unearthed in layer US99, which is greyish loam mixed with charcoal, pottery fragments and animal bones. In US99 one coin was found (Co92). In room A27 (building BA3) the layer below floor US79 (layer US100) was investigated for a depth of more than 1 meter. It contained pottery shards, some animal bones, some charcoal along with stone objects (S274, S275, S276, S281, and S282), and a coin (Co101). No traces of a floor or a wall have found: layer US100, a very compact greyish brown loam, rested on the same gravel filling that have been found in the two soundings in the rooms A18 (US89) and A17 (US87 and US88). The gravel filling (US104) has been investigated for a depth of only 0.10 m.

The rest of the square A8 with its channel was still in function during the life of the building BA1. It seems that the passage to the entrance of the palace-temple located in its wall M16 was also in function, although it’s not clear when it was constructed.

2.3. The 3rd phase

Considerable changes were made during the next period of the city existence.

Square between the first gate and the palace-temple (Area A8). The building BA1 was completely destroyed, and its major parts as well as the eastern part of the square A8 was
levelled with layer US38, above which the floor US22 was constructed. The rooms A18 and A19 were demolished while the room A17 was abandoned and converted into some kind of rubbish pit, where remains from cleansing of the new square were, probably, accumulated. These remains constituted the stratum US50 – crumbled brown loam mixed with a large quantity of animal bones, pottery fragments, ash, charcoal, organic remains and small stones. A number of iron (?) slags was revealed in the top part of the stratum mostly along the wall M15. Stone, shell and bronze objects as well as some coins were found during the excavations. It should be pointed out that the stratum US38 and the floor US22, both referred to the third phase of the city existence, were traced only above the southern wall (M28) of the room A17, but not above its filling (stratum US50). This is without doubt an indication that the rubbish in the ruins of A17 was accumulated during the third phase.

The only room still in function during the third phase was the kitchen A14 (Fig. 30). It was slightly renovated: (1) new layers of plaster covered the floor US29bis including the fire-place, adjacent wall M15, cubic structure in the N-E corner and the part adjacent to the bench; (2) the second step was added in the entrance; (3) the southern wall (M28) of the room was reinforced and slightly widened. All these renovations might be connected with the construction of the floor US22, when the kitchen was transformed into the subterranean room (the difference between layer US38 and room’s floor US29bis was about 0.4 m; the difference between floor US22 and room’s floor US29bis was about 0.65 m.). Thus, the filling of the room A14 was mostly accumulated during the second period of its
functioning, and the pottery assemblage from US29bis represented the third phase of the city existence.

The construction of the new wide square with the channel running across its eastern part was the result of all above-mentioned renovations. But there were more visible constructions in addition to the channel: the upper parts of the walls M26 (the small part against the city-wall M15), M28 and M33 remained on the new surface and were even renovated with new rows of stones; the construction of the new wall M34 was also connected with the floor US22. It is not clear why such constructions were made. For the walls M33 and M34 we may assume that it was a way to mark the passage to the entrance of the palace-temple, but the purpose of other walls or rather, fences remained unknown.

**Building BA3.** The new building was constructed to the east of the square A8, next to the southern buttress of the first gate (M5). Till now we have succeeded in excavating only its western part (Figs. 2, 17). The walls M51, M55 and M52 were the external walls of the house, and they were constructed in the foundation trench dug from the floor US22. A partition wall M53 divided the excavated part of the house into two rooms, A27 and A28, reaching down only to the floors of the two rooms and not below the floor US22, like the external walls. An entrance with a doorstep, c. 0.8 m wide, connected the room A28 with the square. A rectangular low (0.3 m) porch, c. 0.7x1.4 m in size, was built outside the entrance. A semicircular construction was discovered around the S-W corner of the building BA3 (Fig. 31). Its purpose is not clear, but probably it was built to reinforce the foundation of the external corner of the building, which rested on the ruins of the previous
building BA2 (see above). The floor of the room A28, the floor US97, was reached at the point 35.96, and the floor US79 of the room A27 – at the point 35.97. The layer US97 above the pavement in the room A28 was formed from greyish loam mixed with a few bones, pottery fragments and shells; iron slags were also found as well as a round grinding stone (S279). The floor US79 in the room A27 was roughly paved with unworked stones of medium size. Fragments of pottery, animal bones, iron slags, stone objects (S226, S229), and two iron axes (MI18, MI19) were found on the pavement. In the occupation layer accumulated above the floor US79 a quantity of animal bones, pottery, charcoal, oil lamps made from shells (*chlamys townsendi*), objects like grinding stones, pestles, whetstones (S213, S217, S216, S215, Sh26), and two coins (Co86, Co87) were found.

2.4. The 4th phase

Minor changes were made during the next constructional phase.

The entire surface of the square was again renovated now with very well packed gravel floor US29 (Fig. 18), which covered practically all remains of the previous structures in the western part of the square including walls M26 and M28. But the walls marking the passage to the entrance of the palace-temple (walls M33 and M34) remained and were even renovated, which indicates that the palace-temple was still in use. The new floor covered also the porch in front of the entrance to the building BA3, but the building itself was still in function as well as, most probably, the channel in the eastern part of the square.

2.5. The 5th phase

This is the last period of the city occupation, when life remained only in a few parts of the town and most of its buildings were completely abandoned. At Area A8 the new floor US21 that covered all previous structures without exception marked this phase (Fig. 18). In the portion of the area excavated during the last campaign floor US21 was made from hard packed brownish loam. Construction of the offering place discovered in the season SUM00A against the eastern wall (M16) of the palace-temple was connected with this floor (Fig. 32). In the deposits accumulated above the floor US21 one bronze coin was found (Co83). In the N-W part of the excavated area A8 the layer US21 was covered with layer US78 consisted of light reddish brown loam mixed with medium size stones. Apparently, the stratum US78 marked the abandonment of the area.

2.6. Dating of the phases

There are several hallmarks, which may help to date tentatively the constructional phases described above, and periods of the city existence connected with them.

**Dating of the 1st phase: from the late 1st cent. BC to the early 1st cent. AD.**

This is the period of construction of the city-walls and a prominent building such as the palace-temple. There is some evidence, which allows us to connect the foundation of
the city with Yashhur’il Yuhar‘ish, son of Abiyasa’, *mukarrib* of Hadramawt, who ruled, probably, in the late 1st cent. BC – early 1st cent. AD or, even with his predecessor. The radiocarbon analysis of charcoal and wood samples from the layers compared with construction works of the city-walls gave the following dates: 2170±70 BP (GX-27579; the sample from the upper part of gravel filling immediately under the floor US76), 2160±70 BP (GX-27582; the sample from the filling of the “well” under the floor in the room A14).

There is also a possibility that the city was founded on the place of an “early” Hadramawt settlement: presence of some pottery shards with parallels in the pottery corpus from Wadi Hadramawt of the 3rd–2nd cent. BC as well as unusual concentration in the lower layers of the site bronze coins classified as “early Hadramawt imitations” (with owl on the reverse) may well speak about such a proposal. The above mentioned “early” material corresponded with the radiocarbon dates derived from the samples collected in the US50, the filling of the room A17: 2480±80 BP (GX-27577) and 2220±70 BP (GX-27578). None of the structures revealed at Khor Rori so far could be connected with such “early” material, but if the supposition about their existence at the site is to be confirmed, this constructional phase of the settlement might be designated as “pre-Sumhuram period”.

The period of occupation connected with the 1st constructional phase lasted at least till the first decades of the 1st cent. AD, when, according to the “Periplus of the Erythrean Sea” (written c. 40–70 AD), Moscha Limen=Sumhuram was a flourished city-port to export frankincense10.

The charcoal samples from the layer US64, which corresponded with the first living activity at the ancient town, gave the dates 2020±70 BP (GX-27580) and 2030±80 BP (GX-27583).

*Dating of the 2nd phase: from the early 1st to the late 2nd cent. AD.*

This period is characterised by a certain decline in the city life, when rather badly exe-

---

10 On this first phase of the city and a possible articulation in two periods, see A. Avanzini, R. Orazi, *The construction phases of Khor Rori’s monumental gate*, soon to appear in AAE.
cuted constructions like building BA1 were built at the rather important areas of the town (square behind the principal gates of the city). The radiocarbon dates obtained from charcoal samples from the cultural deposits accumulated above the floors in the rooms A14 and A18 are 2000±40 BP (GX-26645), 1990±70 BP (GX-27576) and 1960±40 BP (GX-26644). It gives some ideas about the time of construction of the building BA1 and affiliated structures – first decades of the 1st cent. AD.

The period of occupation of the ancient town connected with the 2nd constructional phase lasted till the late 2nd cent. AD. It is worth mentioning the absence of the Hadrami coinage of the late 1st and 2nd cent. AD from the rather numerous numismatic material from Khor Rori, which confirmed, probably indirectly, the hypothesis about the period of decline in Sumhuram.

**Dating of the 3rd phase:** from the late 2nd to the mid-3rd cent. AD.

This was the period of a serious renovation of the city including its fortification. It seems that at least in the Area A8 the initial planning was restored: an old/new square was re-arranged above the remains of the building BA1. The hallmark for the dating of this period is the coin of Ili‘adhdh Yalut, son of Ammidhakhar, king of Hadramawt, found at the square under the floor US22 (Hadramawt coin type 5.3). The reconstruction works carried out at the city-wall M15 to re-build its external face, gave the following radiocarbon dates for this activity: 1770±60 BP (GX-27584) and 1790±50 BP (GX-27585). Thus, we can date the renovation of Sumhuram close to the late 2nd-early 3rd cent. AD, and connect these activities with the name of Ili‘adhdh Yalut, son of Ammidhakhar, king of Hadramawt (c. AD 200-220).

**Dating of the 4th phase:** from the mid-3rd to the early 4th cent. AD.

This was, probably, the last period when Khor Rori existed as a town, and its main constructions like gate complex and palace-temple were still in use. Apparently, the late Himyarite coinage (bronze small crude «series with “Bucranium”») marked the end of this period.

**Dating of the 5th phase:** first half of the 4th cent. AD.

This is the period of late occupation of the ruins of the city, when the life existed only in the certain areas of the settlement. Its major buildings like, for instances, the palace-temple, were not in use anymore, but still some pagan cults were performed (cf. the offering place constructed against the wall M16) (Fig. 32). The dating of the period is based on the result of radiocarbon analysis of the sample collected from the drainage channel of the offering place, which gave the date 1650±40 BP (sample GX-26643). The sample obtained from the US21, the layer of destruction of the main buildings of the ancient town, provided the very near date of 1630±40 BP (GX-26645).

3. Khor Rori’s north-western area (area F6)

The new area for excavations was selected in the north-western part of the city (Figs. 33, 34), in the huge square between the palace-temple and the western city-wall. The big trench excavated by R.Cleveland in 1960 was located immediately south of the selected area. The main goal of the work was to check the location and direction of the proposed
city streets and squares in order to identify the general layout of the city planning and to
determine the stratigraphy of this part of the ancient city.

In the course of the excavations we were fortunate to determine a detailed stratigraphy
of the area, to trace three main constructional phases of the buildings, and to refer them to
the main periods of the city existence. The general results of the campaign can be sum-
marised as follows (Fgs. 34, 35, 36).

3.1. The 1st phase

A large square (A20), two streets (A29 and A32) and at least three houses (BF1-BF3)
erected against offsets of the northern and western city-walls were discovered at Area F6.
Two of them, buildings BF1 and BF2, were partly excavated by R.Cleveland in 1960\textsuperscript{11}
(buildings against the northern wall of the city), and the third one (BF3) – by MID during
the SUM00A and SUM00B seasons (building against the western city-wall).

Building BF3. Nearly one third of the building was explored. It seems that the building
consisted of two adjoining rectangular edifices was erected, most probably, above the
bedrock (Fgs. 33, 37). The walls M48, M40, M38 and M39 separated the southern edifice
from the streets A29 (to the north) and A32 (to the south), and square A20 (to the east of
the building). The northern edifice was erected next to the north of the previous one, and
the wall M47 separated it from the small L-shaped street A29 located between buildings
BF3 and BF2. The width of the street is about 1.5 m (the eastern part) and 3.3 m (the
northern part). Two entrances both about 1.0 m wide, in the wall M40 and in the wall
M47, led inside the basements or ground storeys of both edifices from the square A20
and street A29.

Two adjoining rooms A22a (2.8 m wide) and A22b (2 m wide) constituted the ground
storey of the southern edifice. Part of the room A22a was excavated to its earliest floor
US86 (at the point 33.05). A three-step staircase led to this floor from the entrance located
in the wall M40. The rooms A22a and A22b were separated by a partition wall M49.
Only one room A25 was partly unearthed so far in the northern edifice.

The southern edifice had an upper storey constructed in about 1.6 m above the ground
one. The big rectangular room A22, 5.5 m wide, constituted the upper storey of the building. It seems a row of pillars supporting the ceiling of the construction was placed
in the centre of the room along its long axis: two big stone blocks standing on the partition
wall M49 were found in situ (the distance between them is about 2 m). It seems that
the floor of the room A22 was paved with stone slabs: a row of sandstone blocks was
unearthed along the wall M39, and the pavement was also traced in the northern part of
the room, in the western section at the point 34.40. The pavement of the southern part of
the room did not preserve, but in the section one can trace the white layer of mortar, on
which stone slabs of the pavement were once placed. This layer was discovered in 1.2 m
above the earliest floor US86 of the room A22a. The access to the upper storey was,
most probably, through an internal staircase located somewhere in unexcavated part of
the room A22a.

\textsuperscript{11} Cf. n. 3.
Fig. 35 - Stratigraphic section E-W of area F6.
Fig. 36 - Stratigraphic section N-S of area F6.
The external walls of the structure were 0.75-0.8 m wide, and were preserved to a height of more than 1.5 m. They were constructed from roughly dressed limestone blocks, and their lower rows were mounted into a kind of cement mortar. Probably the exterior of the building was faced with polished limestone slabs, fragments of which were found in the filling outside the building.

Deposits accumulated in room A22a above the earliest floor consisted of dark brown rather soft loam mixed with fragments of animal bones, pottery shards, pieces of carbon and ashes (layer US86). Nine bronze coins (Co.63-67, 69-72) were found in the filling along with a number of stone, bronze, shell and glass objects.

Building BF2. It seems that the building which consisted of two adjacent rectangular rooms and was excavated by Cleveland was also erected during the 1st constructional phase. One of these rooms, A24, had an entrance, 0.8 m wide, from the square A20. From outside the entrance was designed in a form of a rather amorphous porch built from fieldstones. There was a two-step staircase inside the entrance leading down to the original floor of the building, which was about 0.5 m deeper than the floor US55 of outside square A20. Only small part of the room was excavated, which revealed in its southern corner a slightly raised plastered platform with a cavity on its upper surface. Most probably, the platform was used to store a big jar for water (?).

Square A20, streets A29 and A32. Only a small part of the square A20 and street A29 connected with the first phase of the building BF3 was unearthed. It seems that the corner of the street A29 formed by walls M38-39 and M47 was occupied by a workshop of
unclear character: remains of a small (1.5x1.6 m in size) platform carefully plastered with mortar and an oven next to it were found. An upper part of a Dressel 2-4 amphora was mounted into the corner of the platform serving as a kind of drainage pipe (Fig. 38). Quite a number of grinding stones, pestles and mortars, pottery shards and a bronze coin (Co.91) were found in the layer US98 above the platform and around the oven.

3.2. The 2nd phase

Considerable changes were made after a certain period of the buildings’ existence. Building BF3. The building BF3 was very much renovated: both entrances to the ground storey, from the square A20 and street A29, were carefully blocked with stones, the upper parts of the external walls M40 and M47 were rebuilt, and an almost square room A21 was attached to the N-E corner of the southern edifice (Fig. 39).

The new room A21 was 1.85-1.95x2.55 m in size, and had a stepped entrance, 1.2 m wide, constructed in the centre of its eastern wall: four steps mounted into a kind of cement mortar were made from huge sandstone blocks. The steps were 25-45 cm wide and 15-20 cm high. A high floor of the room situated in about 0.7 m above the surface of the ancient square A20 (floor US55) was carefully paved with sandstone slabs (the central one was 0.75x1.1 m in size). The S-W corner of the room was occupied by another three-
The step staircase which led to the upper storey of the building situated 0.6 m above the floor pavement. The staircase was rather small, about 1.2 m wide. It steps, 20-40 cm wide and 20-25 cm high, were made from roughly cut limestone blocks. The upper step was paved with polished limestone slab. The width of the entrance to the room on the upper storey was 1.2 m, and was paved with stone slabs as was the entire floor of the upper room A22 (see above). The sidewalls of the entrance were faced with small sandstone slabs mounted into a kind of cement mortar. The upper staircase was renovated at least once, when its northern border was reinforced with small stones, and steps were paved with re-used limestone slabs (a complete one and fragments of other two were found nearby fell down from the staircase). A complete bronze bell (Fig. 40) was found on the middle step of the staircase (MB26). The ruins of the upper room revealed a complete limestone mortar (S130) (Fig. 41), fragments of base of a huge stone vessel (S136) and a grinding stone with a cavity on one of its sides (S123).

Three lower rows of external walls of the new room with staircase were made from well-cut sandstone blocks placed onto a kind of plinth constructed from roughly dressed limestone. The gaps between sandstone blocks were carefully plastered with mortar.
Three-four rows above the sandstone blocks were made from roughly cut limestone, and were topped with very well made limestone blocks, which levelled the entire surface of the external walls. It is not clear what kind of structure was placed above this level of well-cut limestone blocks. Probably, it was made from wood, mud-bricks and/or other “light” materials.

The only purpose in building such a construction as room A21 was to give direct access to the upper storey of the building BF3, straight from square A20. It is not clear whether the ground floor of the building was still in use after such a reconstruction or whether it was completely filled to make a real basement for the newer building. It is also not clear how the access to the northern edifice, to the room A25 was designed. All these renovations were made on the floor US55, which was traced in the street A29 and on the square A20: the foundation of the external walls of the room A21, walls M35, M36 and M37 was found at the level which roughly corresponded with the floor US55, e.g. in c. 1.0 m higher than the bases of the external walls M48, M40, M38, M39 and M47 of the building BF3.

Another cosmetic renovation such as new layers of plaster on the lower rows of external walls for protection against rain and floodwaters was connected with the floor US54.
Building BF2. It seems that the building BF2 was in function without visible changes to its layout. We may assume that only renovation of the small porch in front of the entrance to the room A24 and an upper step of its staircase were connected with some construction activities of the 2nd phase.

Square A20, streets A29 and A32. It seems that the floors US55 and US54 traced on the square and in the streets must be associated with the life in this part of the city during the 2nd construction phase. The floor US55 completely covered the remains of the workshop with oven and drainage platform. It seems that another oven was built instead, but now against the wall M42 of the building BF2. Only its lower part dug into the floor, where firewood was placed, remained intact. It was rectangular in shape, 0.35x1.3 m in size and about 0.45 m deep. Its long walls were made from sandstone blocks (the lower part of the building’s wall was used as one of the short walls). The lower part of the oven filling contained ash. Whether it was simply a re-allocation of the workshop or something else remained so far unknown.

It seems that the contemporary floor of the street A32 was high than the floor US55 of the street A29: it roughly corresponds with floor US54 unearthed in the square A20 in front of the building BF3 (Fig. 39). Probably, such a difference was connected with general inclination of the rock, on which the city was founded, in the north-south direction.

The floor US54 was constructed all over the open square A20 in front of the building BF3, and in the northern (A29) and southern (A32) streets. Along the outer surface of the wall M40 it was paved with fieldstones of medium and small size. In the northern part of the trench it was traced in 0.3-0.5 m above the previous floor US55. The floor was made from packed earth, and some parts of it were plastered with a kind of cement mortar. The floor US54 covered the oven excavated against the external wall of the westernmost structure (see above) as well as the porch in front of the entrance to one of its rooms, where instead a stone doorstep was constructed. It seems that Cleveland’s 1960 excavations stopped at the surface, which roughly corresponded with our US54 floor.

The strata US55 and US54 accumulated above the floors constituted of rather compact brown loam mixed with organic remains, animal bones, and pottery fragments. A number of stone (S102-108,110,111,118,119,128,134), shell (Sh8), and iron (MI6) objects including three bronze coins (Co50-52) were found, for instance, in the stratum US54.

3.3. The 3rd phase

It seems that the layer US54 was the last one connected with life in the dwellings, and layers US56, US71 and US80 were accumulated when this part of the ancient city was already in a state of neglect.

A “boat-shaped” grave was discovered in the corner formed by the walls M44 and M45. The grave pit (Fig. 42) was almost rectangular in shape, 0.3x1.1 m in size and 0.2-0.3 m deep. There were two rows of pavement made from small stones around the grave pit. A nice limestone incense-burner on the truncated-pyramid shaped base (S133) was re-used in this pavement (Fig. 43). The grave was also ringed by a semi-circular row of large field-
stones, while the corner made from two external walls of the buildings formed another part of the circle. It showed that the grave was constructed when surrounded buildings BF1 and BF2 were still intact. Unfortunately, the grave was empty: neither bones nor funeral goods were preserved.

The very last building activity at the Area F6 was, probably, connected with construction of the platform made from re-used sandstone blocks and polished limestone slabs. It was discovered near the outer S-E corner of the room A21. Apparently, all stone blocks and slabs were taken from the ruins of the building BF3. The platform was situated in 1.1-1.2 m above the floor US54 but no real horizontal surface was traced at this level in the trench. The platform was in some way connected with the stratum US71, which revealed, in addition to animal bones and seashells a very small amount of pottery fragments. Taking into account a huge amount of the seashells (oliva bulbosa) discovered with holes on the narrow sides, we may assume that a kind of a workshop to produce necklaces was located here during the very late period of Sumhuram existence. The ruins of the building BF3 were also occupied by the above mentioned workshop (cf. floors US85 and US83 discovered in the room A22).

3.4. Dating of constructional phases

Dating of the 1st phase. The material revealed so far in the deposits accumulated in the ruins of the room A22a (fragments of Dressel 2-4 amphorae and terra sigillata bowls, bronze issues of Yashhur’il Yuhar‘ish, son of Abiyasa’, mukarrrib of Hadramawt, e.g. Hadrami coins type 4), allow us to date the beginning of the first constructional phase in this part of the city close to the very early 1st cent. AD. It seems that the entire phase roughly corresponds with the first two constructional phases revealed at the Area A8 (see above).

Dating of the 2nd phase. There is some evidence (characteristic pottery shards, coin of the Ili‘adhdh Yalut, son of Ammidhakhar, king of Hadramawt) that the second phase in
the Area F6 roughly corresponds with the 3rd and, probably, the 4th phases revealed at the Area A8. In other words, the reconstruction of the building BF3 and its further existence must be placed in the period between the late 2nd and the early 4th cent. AD. The radiocarbon analysis of a charcoal sample from the upper part of the US54 collected in front of the building BF3 gave the date 1820±60 BP (GX-27581). Most probably the sample came from the burnt “light” materials of structures built above the well-cut limestone blocks in the walls M35-M36-M37 of the room A21 (see above). In other words, it indicated the period when reconstruction of the building BF3 was made.

**Dating of the 3rd phase.** This is the period of the so-called late occupation of the site, which might be placed somewhere in the first half of the 4th cent. AD (corresponds with the 5th phase at the Area A8).

### 4. The archaeological park

The site of Khor Rori and it surrounding area have been placed on the UNESCO list of places to preserve both for the archaeological site and for the natural qualities of the region.

The area covered by the Archaeological-Natural Park of Khor Rori is delimited, in the South, by the Indian Ocean (about 600 m distance from the site), in the East, by the small village of Taqa (about 2 km.) and, in the West and in the North by the road Salalah-Mirbat (about 2 km.). There are many sites of archaeological and naturalistic interest present in this territory.

Once formed, the “Archaeological Park” will be a powerful instrument for planning and managing all the actions related to scientific research, conservation, implementation and enjoyment of the site and its territory.

### 4.1. Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya

In order to prepare the documentation of the structures included within the borders of the archaeological and naturalistic park of Khor Rori, during the campaign SUM00B we started investigating the settlements situated on the promontory (al-Hamr al-Sharqiya) that delimits the mouth of the Wadi Darbat on the eastern side (Fig. 44).
4.1.1. *Measuring the emerging structures*

Already in June 2000 we surveyed the long wall that delimits the promontory on the site overlooking towards the inland. This is the only side from which the enemy’s threat could arrive since the other three sides of the promontory rise steeply from the ocean.

This long wall is made of roughly worked stone blocks assembled either dry or using mortar mixed with a large quantity of earth.

Starting from its eastern corner and at about one third of its length, the wall is about 700 m (Fig. 45); there is the only door that led outside it and that opens on the plateau that with more or less deep subsidences covers the whole promontory.

On the top of the above mentioned wall there is a kind of walkway that could be reached thanks to some small steps located at regular intervals along the internal side of the wall.

This walkway, that on the external side was protected, so it seems, by some kind of a stone “balauster” of which very little is left, led after a few steps to a series of turrets. They were all placed on the external side of the wall (in other words they were looking towards the land), with an interval of about 20-25 m between them and guaranteed a perfect defence of the impressive barrier.

During the SUM00B campaign we completed the works started in June. After reaching the plateau, the whole tract that forms the gate extends itself towards the West presents traces of the presence of numerous huts. More precisely we discovered some stone elements arranged in circles that sometimes are isolated but that more often are grouped so as to form a more complex structure (bronze age?) (Fig. 46).

Proceeding in an easterly direction, after finding traces of huts similar to the ones above described we found an area apparently free of any construction. Immediately after, we found a second wall barrier that protected a large settlement situated near the farthest side.
Fig. 45 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: general plan.
of the promontory.

This second structure started from the city wall that protected the promontory towards the inland and moved almost perpendicularly towards the south.

After about 80 m the direction changed towards the east and also here, forming an almost right angle corner until it closed the settlement near the eastern side of the promontory.

All along the external side of the first tract (N-S) of the above mentioned structure there are some turrets built for defensive purposes whereas the second tract (E-W) is less well preserved and thus is more difficult to interpret.

Both the remains of the second wall structure and the ones of the internal settlement are in very poor condition. None of the wall structure emerges for more than 30 or 40 cm above the surface level and to make the situation even worse parts of these structures are completely missing.

Geometric measurements thus took a particularly long time and it was not always easy to interpret emerging structures.

The settlement is thus delimited in the north by the long external defensive wall and on the western and southern side is delimited by the second more internal wall; the eastern side which is smaller looks directly over the ocean (Fig. 45).

On the basis of the measurement of the emerging structures, it seems that the settlement consisted of a series of houses adjacent the one to the other and to the eastern side; it also seems that there was a “house with a patio”.

Other rooms are adjacent the southern side whereas towards the eastern part of that side some rooms variously grouped seem to indicate the presence of a “palace”. North of

Fig. 46 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: bronze age (?) huts.
this building and so along the northern side there are some small narrow rooms placed according to a disposition which is characteristic of “stores”.

All the eastern part of the settlement seems on the contrary to be in a very poor state and it is difficult to interpret with the only exclusion of a look out turret that is situated at the farthest eastern side of the long wall that surrounds the promontory, and that controlled the whole eastern and south-eastern area of the Indian Ocean.

4.1.2. Archaeological surveys

Excavation surveys were carried out in three different places and more precisely in two of the rooms of the “house with a patio”, in one room of the “palace” and in a small area of the “stores”.

During the first surveys carried out in the so called “house with a patio” three walls joined together (M2, M3 and M4) and adjacent to the main wall M1, that closes the settlement on the eastern side, separate an area which in its turn is subdivided into two communicating rooms (A1 and A2) from a fourth wall (M5), built separately on which an internal communication door (70 cm wide) opens. The dimensions of the two trapezoidal rooms (A1 and A2) with the longest sides turned towards the east have similar dimensions (about 3.0x2.5 m) and only one external access that opens in the northern wall (M4), joining wall M3 and that leads in A1 (width of the door opening: 80 cm) (Fgs. 47, 48).

During the second survey carried out in the “palace” we explored only one rectangular room (A3), – 2.50x4.0 m in size – with only one entrance towards the southern side on wall M9 and 1.10 m large (Fgs. 49, 50).

During the third survey carried out in the so-called “stores” we explored the northern part of a room (A4) built along the northern fortification wall and only about 1 m from it. There is one internal door that apparently led into a parallel room built along the western side M12 (width of the door opening: 90 cm). This room is rectangular, regularly shaped and is 2.10 m wide; it has been unearthed for about 5.10 m lengthwise until we reached the hinge of the door (Fgs. 51, 52).

The walls of the rooms we explored seem to be built with a certain accuracy and precision: their foundations are adjacent the bedrock and the brick work is made of two rows of middle sized calcareous stones regularly squared and the shape of which has been made more regular thanks to the use of pebbles and gravel. We found no traces of mortar or plaster. It seems that the walls have been dry assembled or that at the most they have been cemented with a rudimental mud mixture.

With the exclusion of the thick external wall M1, which is 1 m thick, the width of the internal walls in the different rooms does not vary much: in the “house with a patio” the walls (M2, M3 and M4) are all 50 cm thick, whereas the internal division M5 is more narrow (44 cm); in the “palace” the four walls (M6, M7, M8 and M9) are all 60 cm thick; in the “stores” the northern wall (M10) is 68 cm thick, whereas the other two walls uncovered (M11 and M12) are 60 cm thick.

The stratigraphic sequence is analogous in the three tests, and only a little different in ambient A3.

In A1 and A2 (relative to the “house with a patio”) and in A4 (in the area of the “stores”), after the removal of consistent layers of detritus (respectively US1, US4, and
Fig. 47 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: plan of survey at “house with a patio”.

Fig. 48 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: excavation at “house with a patio”.
Fig. 49 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: plan of survey at the “palace”.

Fig. 50 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: excavation at the “palace”.
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Fig. 51 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: plan of survey at the "stores".

Fig. 52 - Al-Hamr al-Sharqiya: excavation at the "stores". (A4)
US10) made up of large stones fallen from the walls mixed with smaller stones and soft wind-borne earth and characterized by an almost total lack of objects, there begin the softer filler layers (respectively US3, US9, US17) with ashes and traces of burning, ceramic shards, stones, glass, and food residue (bones and shells). These fillers terminate in the three ambients on the pavements in packed earth, only partially conserved in A2 (US11) and A4 (US24), which are instead well determined in A1 (US5).

In A3 the situation was different: immediately after the removal of the thin top layer, which is the current walking level, there was found a first filling (US2) which is very soft, and mostly made up of ashes mixed with soft wind-borne earth in which a very large quantity of ceramic has been found (both rough kitchen ware and finer glazed table ware), numerous shells and animal bones. This first filling covered a very poorly conserved pavement (US12), preserved only in short lengths inside the area and in the doorway. The pavement US12 covered the destruction stratum US6 which was characterized by fallen stones mixed with ash, food remains (with a large concentration of shells from the mactridae family), ceramic shards and various objects.

It is likely that this area was re-used even in ancient times as an outside dump, after the collapse of the walls and after a rough and summary compacting of the surface (US12). The ceramics from this first level, even though still under examination, do not seem substantially different from those found under diverse layers of detritus in the other three areas, and allows us to hypothesize that the re-use of A3 is of the settlement’s own history.

In all the rooms we explored, with the exception of A1 (where we found a second packed earth paving US20, 10-12 cm under the first US5), we discovered two occupation levels: the first one is more recent and is constituted by packed earth pavements (US5, US11, US12 and US24) and the second one which is the original one is constituted by the bedrock itself, levelled and smoothed with compact clay strata, the thickness of which varied depending of the need. So for example in A3 a large portion of emerging rock that crosses the whole room lengthwise, is naturally inclined towards the west and it seems that it was levelled with a mixture of clay that unfortunately is only partially preserved (Fig. 50).

All these rooms seem to have been intentionally built on the top of large regular portions of emerging calcareous rocks, which obviously are found at different heights. This explains, for example, the difference in level between the pavements of the communicating rooms A1 and A2 and the presence of the steps to reach A2 from A1 (Fig. 53). The difference in level of the rock emerging in the two structures is in fact about 18 cm, being lower in A2; a similar level difference was found also in the case of the packed earth pavements US5 and US11.

If from the point of view of material culture we can notice a certain continuity with Sumhuram, especially as far as the stone objects are concerned (grind stones and pestles), from the point of view of architectonic structures and ceramic products (Fig. 54), the difference seems extremely evident: the pottery found in the course of our surveys belongs

---

12 The sample (GX-27586), from US9 in A2, has given the dating 1130±60 BP, or 820±60 AD in real time; a second sample from pavement US5 in A1 (GX-27587), gave a date of 1190±100 BP = 760±100 AD; and a third (GX-27588) from the pavement (US18) made of bedrock in A4 gave the following result: 1010±60 BP = 940±60 AD.
clearly to the Islamic period. This early interpretation has been confirmed by the dating, between VIII and X cent. AD, given by the $^{14}$C from some pieces of charcoal\textsuperscript{12}.

Even though the study of the settlement is still in a preliminary phase, one can recognize the importance of the site even from a topographic examination, which reveals a good-sized habitat with a complex urban structure and an imposing fortification wall. The first datings, even though they must be verified and confirmed by systematic study of the ceramic shards, allow us to place the life and history of the settlement after the abandonment of Sumhuram and prior to the foundation of the large port of al-Balid (the ancient Zafar), whose beginning seems datable between the XI and XII cent A.D.\textsuperscript{13}.

It is interesting to attempt to discover the name of the settlement by studying ancient

\textsuperscript{13} See: P. Costa, 1979, 146 e 1997, 439.
4.2. The necropolis north-west of Khor Rori

During the last campaign (SUM01A), in the ambit of Archaeological-Naturalistic Park’s project, we started investigating also a quite large necropolis located north-west of Khor Rori. The main purpose of the survey was to test the documentation procedures in order to prepare the archaeological investigation.

Unfortunately it was not possible to perform the programmed archaeological tests on some tombs because of priority of carrying out the work in Khor Rori.

The necropolis is located some 1,600 m north – west of Khor Rori along the left side of wadi Darbat just south of the Salalah – Mirbat road, and is reachable only by the unpaved road that leads to Khor Rori. Other tombs, located north of the road, have not been investigated.

The necropolis lies on a wadi terrace that slopes softly towards the water just in the place where wadi Darbat, with a double right angle, turns first east than again south in order to set out again on its run toward the Arabian sea. It covers an area of more than 70,000 m² being 480 m x 150 m on average (Fgs. 55, 56).

The graves consist of roughly oblong structures erected with large wadi boulders (the so called “boat-shaped” tombs), generally joined together to form groups of a few or several tombs, with a few tumuli scattered here and there mainly in the central part of the area. The long axis of the boat shaped tombs has no fix direction changing from north-south to north/east-south/west (Fig. 57).

On the right side of the wadi, few small caves which could have been used for burial purposes, were noticed, but no investigation was carried out.

A few graves appear to have been desecrated and their content robbed.

Owing to the large number of graves as well as to the lack of time to survey all of them, only a part of the whole area was surveyed. It was possible to give the coordinates and the geometrical references to 26 tombs and few were mapped (Fig. 58).

The graves of the surveyed department were numbered; the subsequent addition of the code KRG (Khor Rori Graves) could facilitate their recording in the database of the archaeological park.

4.2.1. Methods of documentation

Owing to the above mentioned lack of archaeological investigation no dating of the graves was carried out and the main purpose of the survey has turn out to be the testing of a new procedure of documentation based on the combined use of a total station and of a photo rectification program.

Thank to the use of a light digital camera and of a telescopic pole in order to bring the camera to an eight of 4 or 5 m, several zenith pictures of the surveyed tombs were taken. Thanks to the transferring of the photos to the computer and their viewing in the monitor, it was possible to select the pictures and discard those not needed. The pictures, where the points of collimation taken with the total station were visible, were joint together in order to achieve the representation of the whole tomb and perform its
Fig. 55 - Necropolis N-W of Khor Rori: plan of the total surface and the surveyed area.
Fig. 56 - View of the necropolis north-west of Khor Rori.

Fig. 57 - Necropolis N-W of Khor Rori: plan of tombs 3 and 6.
Fig. 58 - Necropolis N.W. of Khan Rori: surveyed area.
rectification.

Once the raster image obtained with the photo rectification was transferred to a CAD program, then it was possible to produce the vector image (the drawing) and print it in the requested geometrical scale (Fig. 57).

This procedure of documentation, though not quick, has turned out to produce an accurate mapping.
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